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kiboto sends everyone on a mission to rescue him. joey and valon realize the only way to save mai is by saving
their souls, but this is impossible without the orichalchos. luckily, the company has one, and it is currently in
possession of dartz. the company eventually learns that dartz has imprisoned the orichalchos inside a golden

prison, and they have to locate it in order to save mai. they then set out to rescue the orichalchos and free mai
from dartz. while yu-gi-oh joey the passion dartz the dark lord beta 1.1.0 is a really fun and interesting spin-off
of the original yu-gi-oh! anime and manga, it also has some issues. for one, it doesn't take itself too seriously.
the humour is somewhat similar to the original anime; and sometimes this can be a good thing. however, it

sometimes has a tendency to get a little too silly. also, i think the story could've been more concise. while i'm
a fan of the original anime, it's not exactly an action-packed show, and i'm sure that was intentional. while i

understand the purpose of the show, it took a while to figure out what was going on, which can be a little off-
putting for some. there are also some problems with the characters. the most important thing about the
characters in this series is that they are likable, and the way that they portray them isn't quite there. mai

receives an offer from a mysterious being who will help her revive her love of the duel. she accepts, and the
"help" ends up being mai losing her last connection with the real world, and she is promptly transported to the

astral plane, where she confronts the astral spirit, the being she has been impersonating. she explains what
has happened and the astral spirit explains that mai has lost everything to dartz, except for joey.
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to save mai is by saving their souls, but this is impossible without the orichalchos.

luckily, the company has one, and it is currently in possession of dartz. the company
eventually learns that dartz has imprisoned the orichalchos inside a golden prison, and
they have to locate it in order to save mai. they then set out to rescue the orichalchos

and free mai from dartz. while yu-gi-oh joey the passion dartz the dark lord beta 1.1.0 is
a really fun and interesting spin-off of the original yu-gi-oh! anime and manga, it also
has some issues. for one, it doesn't take itself too seriously. the humour is somewhat

similar to the original anime; and sometimes this can be a good thing. however, it
sometimes has a tendency to get a little too silly. also, i think the story could've been
more concise. while i'm a fan of the original anime, it's not exactly an action-packed

show, and i'm sure that was intentional. while i understand the purpose of the show, it
took a while to figure out what was going on, which can be a little off-putting for some.
there are also some problems with the characters. the most important thing about the

characters in this series is that they are likable, and the way that they portray them isn't
quite there. mai receives an offer from a mysterious being who will help her revive her

love of the duel. she accepts, and the "help" ends up being mai losing her last
connection with the real world, and she is promptly transported to the astral plane,

where she confronts the astral spirit, the being she has been impersonating. she
explains what has happened and the astral spirit explains that mai has lost everything to
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